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Abstract: Studies of Internet censorship rely on an exper- to defend free expression, online censorship has beimental technique called probing. From a client within come more and more common. Nowadays, firewalls and
each country under investigation, the experimenter at- routers with “filtering” features are commonplace [28],
tempts to access network resources that are suspected and these are applied by governments worldwide to preto be censored, and records what happens. The set of vent access to material they find objectionable [1, 21].
resources to be probed is a crucial, but often neglected,
Without access to inside information, determining
element of the experimental design.
what is censored is a research question in itself, as well
We analyze the content and longevity of 758,191 web- as a prerequisite for other investigations. Official polpages drawn from 22 different probe lists, of which 15 icy statements reveal only broad categories of objectionare alleged to be actual blacklists of censored webpages able material: “blasphemy,” “obscenity,” “lèse-majesté,”
in particular countries, three were compiled using a pri- “sedition,” etc. [21, 59]. The exact list of blocked sites,
ori criteria for selecting pages with an elevated chance keywords, etc. is kept secret, can be changed without
of being censored, and four are controls. We find that notice, and may deviate from the official policy [29].
the lists have very little overlap in terms of specific
The experimental techniques for determining what
pages. Mechanically assigning a topic to each page, how- is censored are all variations on probing: attempting to
ever, reveals common themes, and suggests that hand- access network resources that are suspected to be cencurated probe lists may be neglecting certain frequently- sored from a client within the country under investigacensored topics. We also find that pages on controversial tion, and recording what happens. The probe list, the
topics tend to have much shorter lifetimes than pages set of resources to be probed, is a crucial element of
on uncontroversial topics. Hence, probe lists need to be the experimental design. Previous studies have based
continuously updated to be useful.
their lists on a variety of data sources, such as manuallyTo carry out this analysis, we have developed auto- selected material known to be politically sensitive in parmated infrastructure for collecting snapshots of web- ticular countries [61], crowdsourced reports of inaccessipages, weeding out irrelevant material (e.g. site “boiler- ble sites [8], “leaks” from government agencies [15], and
plate” and parked domains), translating text, assigning data extracted from deployed “filtering” software [39].
topics, and detecting topic changes. The system scales
The central focus of this paper is evaluating the qualto hundreds of thousands of pages collected.
ity of existing probe lists, and determining how they can
be improved. We propose the following five criteria for
Received 2016-05-31; revised 2016-08-01; accepted 2016-08-01.
a high-quality probe list:

1 Introduction
The earliest serious attempts by national governments to
censor the Internet date to the early 1990s, just as the
Internet was evolving into a widely-available medium
of mass communication [56]. Despite concerted efforts
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Breadth A good list includes many different types
of potentially-censored material. Hand-compiled probe
lists reflect the developers’ interests, so they may overinvestigate some types of potentially censored material
and under-investigate others. Deviations from a country’s official policy will only be discovered by a probe
list that is not limited to the official policy.
Depth A good list includes many sites for each type of
material, so that it will reveal how thoroughly that material is censored in each target country, and the boundaries of the category. This is especially important when
one list is to be used to probe the policies of many different countries, because even when two countries declare
the same official policy, the actual set of sites blocked in
each country may be different.
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Freshness A good list includes sites that are currently
active, and avoids those that are abandoned. Sophisticated censors devote more effort to recently published
content. China’s “Great Firewall,” for instance, not only
adds sites to its blacklist within hours of their becoming
newsworthy, but drops them again just as quickly when
they stop being a focus of public attention [1, 19, 73].
Thus, an outdated probe list would underestimate the
effectiveness of censorship in China.
Conversely, less sophisticated censors may be content to use off-the-shelf, rarely-updated blacklists of
porn, gambling, etc. sites, perhaps with local additions.
A recent crackdown on pornography in Pakistan led
to a 50% reduction in consumption, but the remaining
50% simply shifted to sites that had escaped the initial
sweep—and the censors did not update their blacklist
to match [45]. Thus, an outdated probe list would overestimate the effectiveness of censorship in Pakistan.
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(for instance, Syria is reported to block every website
with an .il (Israel) domain name, regardless of its content [15]), topic analysis cannot provide an explanation,
but it can still detect the phenomenon: if the blocked
pages from some location do not cluster in a small number of topics, then one can manually inspect them to
discover what else they have in common.
Topic analysis also provides a straightforward way
to keep probe lists up-to-date. Abandoned sites can be
discovered by comparing the historical topic of a page
with its current topic. New pages can be discovered by
identifying keywords that are relevant to sensitive topics,
then searching the Web for new material.
Finally, topic analysis can reveal whether a probe
list is over- or under-weighting a topic. Because of the
sheer size of the Web, censors will only ever manage to
block a subset of the pages on any given topic. We can
estimate the number of pages on a topic that will be
discovered by censors as a function of the popularity of
Efficiency A good list can be probed in a short time,
that topic in the Web at large, the sensitivity of the
even over a slow, unreliable network connection. This
topic, and the typical lifespan of pages on that topic.
is most important when attempting to conduct fineProbe lists can then include just as many pages as are
grained measurements, but a list that is too large or
necessary for reliable detection, and no more.
bandwidth-intensive might not be usable at all.
Efficiency, unfortunately, is in direct tension with
breadth and depth: the easiest way to make a probe list
1.2 Contributions
more efficient is to remove things from it. As we discuss
in Section 4.1, efficiency also suffers if one seeks to collect
In this paper, we analyze the uncensored contemporary
more detailed information from each probed site.
and historical topics of the pages included in 22 lists, conEase of maintenance A good list requires little or no taining both sensitive and control material, as described
manual adjustment on an ongoing basis. This is obvi- in Section 3. We model the survival chances of all pages
ously in tension with freshness, and provides a second as a function of their topic and age. Using this informareason to keep lists short. The OpenNet Initiative’s com- tion, we highlight where curated list development may
plete probe list contains roughly 12,000 URLs, and has have missed something important, and we discuss ways
only been updated a handful of times since 2014.
it can be done better in the future.
In support of our research, we develop a number of
refinements to the standard techniques for capturing a
1.1 Topic analysis: a way forward
“snapshot” of a web page and determining its contents.
We use a full-featured headless web browser to ensure
Mechanical analysis of the topics of Web pages that are fidelity to what a human would see, we filter out navicensored, or suspected to be censored, can assist both gation boilerplate, advertising, and the like, and we can
in improving probe lists to satisfy all five of the above reliably detect parked domains.
criteria, and in interpreting the results of probes.
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. We
Normally, censors’ reasons for blocking pages will survey previous efforts in Section 2, and describe the
have to do with their topics. As long as this is the case, lists we are evaluating in Section 3. Sections 4, 5, and 6
topic analysis offers an explanation of why any given present our methodology for data collection, preprocesspage is censored. It also addresses the problem of cross- ing, and analysis. Our results appear in Section 7, and
country comparison: when two countries have similar our conclusions in Section 8.
policies, blocked pages from both should exhibit strongly
overlapping topic sets, even if the pages themselves overlap only a little. When the reasons are not topic-based
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2 Previous Work
The earliest academic study of Internet censorship we
are aware of is a 2002 case study of porn-blocking “filters” used in schools and libraries in the USA [51]. Its
authors were concerned that these filters might misclassify sexual health information as pornographic. To check,
they manually compiled a set of health- and porn-related
keywords, expanded it to a list of 4,000 URLs by searching the Web without any filters active (2,500 URLs were
health-related, 500 pornographic, and 1,000 neither) and
then attempted to visit all of the pages with filters in
place.
This methodology—probing the behavior of a filter
with keyword searches, specific URLs known to contain
sensitive content, or both—is still standard for censorship case studies. China has received the most attention [4, 18, 48, 67, 70]. Similar studies have been published for Iran [6], Pakistan [45, 46], and Turkey [46].
The OpenNet Initiative (ONI) regularly surveys roughly
80 countries worldwide [21, 22, 59].
The same methodology also underlies broader studies. One line of research investigates inter-country variation in the censorship mechanism: for instance, whether
censorship mainly interferes with DNS lookups or subsequent TCP connections, and whether the end-user is
informed of censorship [63]. In some cases, it has been
possible to identify the specific “filter” in use [20, 35].
Another line aims to understand what is censored and
why [1], how that changes over time [3, 29], how the degree of censorship might vary within a country [68], and
how people react to censorship [38, 39].
Despite the central position of keyword and URL
probe lists in all of these studies, relatively little attention has been paid to the contents of the lists, or
how they are developed. Far more effort has gone into
refining the methodology of the probes themselves [14,
20, 24, 26, 35, 53, 63, 68]. A few studies have dug into
“leaks” of inside information, which allow researchers to
see what actually is censored and perhaps why. Recently
this has occurred for backbone filters in Syria [15] and
Pakistan [38], and the TOM-Skype chat client’s internal keyword filter [39]. However, all of these studies still
took the list as a means to an end, not an object of
research in itself.
One notable exception, and the effort closest to our
own research, is the ConceptDoppler project [19]. The
authors attempted to refine a keyword list, using latent
semantic analysis to generate new keywords from a “seed
set” of known-filtered keywords. Their goal was to de-
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velop a system that could track the time evolution of a
keyword blacklist in real time, so that it could be correlated with news events. While their initial results were
promising, the algorithm required a great deal of manual validation and adjustment, and we are not aware of
any follow-up work.

3 Lists tested
We studied 758,191 unique URLs drawn from 22 test
lists (shown in Table 1). Only one was created to be
used as a probe list [61], but another 15 are (allegedly)
actual blacklists used in specific countries, and two more
have algorithmic selection criteria that should be positively correlated with censorship. The remaining four
are control groups. One should be negatively correlated
with censorship, and the others are neutral.
Due to the sheer size and diversity of the global
Web, and the large number of pages that are not discoverable by traversing the link graph [9], any sample will
inevitably miss something. We cannot hope to avoid this
problem, but drawing our sample from a wide variety of
sources with diverse selection criteria should mitigate it.

3.1 Potentially censored
Pages from these lists should be more likely than average
to be censored somewhere.
Blacklists and pinklists These documents purport to
be (part of) actual lists of censored URLs in some countries. Most are one-time snapshots; some are continuously updated. They must be interpreted cautiously. For
instance, the leaked “BlueCoat” logs for Syria [15] list
only URLs that someone tried to load; there is no way
of knowing whether other URLs are also blocked, and
one must guess whether entire sites are blocked or just
specific pages.
This study includes 15 lists from 12 countries, for
a total of 331,362 URLs. Eight of them include overwhelmingly more pornography than anything else; we
will refer to these as pinklists below. (All eight do include some non-pornographic sites, even though six of
them are from countries where the ostensible official policy is only to block pornography.) The other seven do
not have this emphasis, and we will refer to them as
blacklists below.
OpenNet Initiative ONI is an international research institute devoted to the study of Internet censorship and
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surveillance. They publish a hand-curated probe list of major global brands gives them some protection from
12,107 URLs discussing sensitive topics [61]. The prin- censorship, so sites on this list may also be less likely to
ciple is that these are more likely to be censored than be censored than average.
average, not that they necessarily are censored someTwitter Another angle on popularity, we use a small
where. We take this list as representative of the probe
(less than 0.1%) sample of all the URLs shared on Twitlists used by researchers in this field. 1,227 of the URLs
ter from March 17 through 24, 2014, comprising 30,487
are labeled as globally relevant, the rest as relevant to
URLs shared by 27,731 user accounts. Twitter was choone or more specific countries.
sen over other social networks because, at the time of the
Hand-curated lists will inevitably reflect the consample, political advocacy and organization via Twitter
cerns of their compilers. The ONI list, for instance, has
was fashionable.
more “freedom of expression and media freedom” sites
on the list than anything else.
Common Crawl Finally, this is the closest available approximation to an unbiased sample of the entire Web.
Herdict Herdict [8] is a service which aggregates worldThe Common Crawl Foundation continuously operates
wide reports that a website is inaccessible. A list of all
a large-scale Web crawl and publishes the results [27].
the URLs ever reported can be downloaded from a cenEach crawl contains at least a billion pages. We sampled
tral server; this comes to 76,935 URLs in total. The
177,109 pages from the September 2015 crawl uniformly
browser extension for making reports is marketed as a
at random.
censorship-reporting system, but they do not filter out
other kinds of site outage. This list includes a great deal
of junk, such as hundreds of URLs referring to specific
3.3 Overlap Between Lists
IP addresses that serve Google’s front page.
Controversial Wikipedia articles and their references We begin our investigation by comparing the probe lists
Yasseri et al. [72] observe that controversy on Wikipedia to each other, using the Jaccard index of similarity:
|A∩B|
can be mechanically detected by analyzing the revision J = |A∪B|
for any two sets A and B. It ranges from
history of each article. Specifically, if an article’s history 0 (no overlap at all) to 1 (complete overlap).
includes many “mutual reverts,” where pairs of editors
Table 1 shows the Jaccard indices for each pair of
each roll back the other’s work, then the article is prob- lists, comparing full URLs. It is evident that, although
ably controversial. (This is a conservative measure; as there is some overlap (especially among the pinklists,
they point out, Wikipedia’s edit wars can be much more in the upper left-hand corner), very few full URLs apsubtle.) They published lists of controversial Wikipedia pear in more than one list. There is more commonality
articles in 13 languages. We augmented their lists with if we look only at the hostnames, as shown in Table 2.
the external links from each article. This came to a total The pinklists continue clearly to be more similar to each
of 105,181 URLs.
other than to anything else. The blacklists, interestingly,
continue not to have much in common with each other.
And, equally interestingly, all the other lists—regardless
3.2 Controls
of sampling criteria—have more in common with each
other than they do with most of the blacklists and pinThese lists were selected to reflect the Web at large.
klists. This already suggests that manually curated lists
such as ONI’s may not be digging deeply enough into
Pinboard We expect pages on this list to be less likely
the “long tail” of special-interest websites.
to be censored than average. It is a personal bookmark
While we can see that there are patterns of similarlist with 3,276 URLs, consisting mostly of articles on
ities, Tables 1 and 2 do not reveal what some lists have
graphic design, Web design, and general computer proin common with each other. To discover that, we must
gramming, with the occasional online shopfront.
study the content of each page, which is the task of the
Alexa 25K Alexa Inc. claims that these are the 25,019 rest of this paper.
most popular websites worldwide; their methodology is
opaque, and we suspect it over-weights the WEIRD
(Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic [32]) population. Sensitive content is often only
of interest to a narrow audience, and the popularity of
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Table 1. Jaccard coefficients for list similarity, by URL
(size)
pinklist

Australia 2009
Denmark 2008
Finland 2009
Germany 2014
Italy 2009
Norway 2009
Thailand 2007
Turkey 2015

blacklist

India 2012 (Anonymous)
India 2012 (Assam riots)
Russia 2014
Syria 2015
Thailand 2008
Thailand 2009
Great Britain 2015

probe list

OpenNet Initiative 2014

crowdsourced

Herdict 2014

sampled

Wikipedia controv. 2015

neg. control

Pinboard 2014

popular

Alexa 2014
Tweets 2014

generic

Common Crawl 2015

5 130
7 402
1 336
13 174
1 078
14 022
26 789
172 971
214
103
4 482
12 428
1 298
408
87 032
12 107
76 935
105 181
3 876
25 019
40 198
177 109
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Table 2. Jaccard coefficients for list similarity, by hostname
(size)
pinklist

Australia 2009
Denmark 2008
Finland 2009
Germany 2014
Italy 2009
Norway 2009
Thailand 2007
Turkey 2015

blacklist

India 2012 (Anonymous)
India 2012 (Assam riots)
Russia 2014
Syria 2015
Thailand 2008
Thailand 2009
Great Britain 2015

probe list

OpenNet Initiative 2014

crowdsourced

Herdict 2014

sampled

Wikipedia controv. 2015

neg. control

Pinboard 2014

popular

Alexa 2014
Tweets 2014

generic

Common Crawl 2015

1 752
7 402
1 336
6 199
539
7 011
11 880
172 971
203
21
1 994
6 526
104
94
79 510
10 016
70 528
27 410
2 495
24 977
12 504
47 042
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4 Data Collection
We collected both contemporary and historical snapshots of each page on our lists. As the names imply,
contemporary snapshots show the page as it currently is,
whereas historical snapshots look back in time. Contemporary data is sufficient to evaluate webpage availability
and topic. Historical data reveals pages whose topic has
changed since they were entered onto a blacklist; it helps
us discover the topic of pages that no longer exist; and
it allows us to compute page availability over time, as
well as topic changes over time.
In this study, we are not attempting to discover
whether any given page actually is censored anywhere.
Rather, we seek to explain why a list of pages (such as
the ONI probe list, or one of the blacklists) is more or
less likely to be censored, by comparing its topic distribution to a reference list (such as the Common Crawl
sample of the entire Web). For this purpose, we need
uncensored snapshots of each page. Therefore, all snapshots were collected by computers in commercial data
centers in the USA, where Internet censorship conflicts
with the constitutional protection of freedom of speech.
There have been occasional moves toward blocking access to “obscene” material in the USA [60], but we are
not aware of any filtering imposed on the commercial
servers we use in this study.

4.1 Contemporary Data Collection
We used an automated Web browser, PhantomJS [33]
to collect contemporary snapshots of each page. PhantomJS is based on WebKit, and supports roughly the
same set of features as Safari 6.0. Relative to “bleeding
edge” browsers, the most significant missing features involve multimedia content (video, audio, etc.), which we
would not collect anyway, for legal reasons (see below).
A controller program started a new instance of PhantomJS for each page load, with all caches, cookie jars,
etc. erased.
An automated browser offers major advantages over
traditional “crawling” using an HTTP client that does
not parse HTML or execute JavaScript. An increasing
number of pages rely on JavaScript to the point where
a client that does not run scripts will see none of the
intended content. Also, markup ambiguities and errors
are handled exactly as a human-driven browser (Safari) would. Downstream processing receives only wellstructured, canonicalized HTML documents. Finally, it
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is harder for the server to detect that it is being accessed
by an automated process, which might cause it to send
back different material than a human would receive [66].
This approach also has disadvantages. The most significant is its cost in time and computer power. The
data-collection host could sustain an average page-load
rate of approximately 4 pages per second, with the limiting factor being PhantomJS’s substantial RAM requirements. A well-tuned traditional crawler, by contrast, can
sustain an average page-load rate of 2,000 pages per second with roughly equivalent hardware resources [2]. We
also suffer from a much larger set of client bugs. 6,980 attempted page loads (0.92%) caused PhantomJS to crash.
Finally, it is still possible for sites to distinguish PhantomJS from a “real” browser. Some sites block this kind
of close mimic, while allowing obvious web crawlers access. For instance, LinkedIn blocked us from accessing
user profile pages and job listings.
Our collector ignores robots.txt, because a humandriven browser would do the same. Instead, we avoid
disruptive effects on websites by randomizing the order
of page loads, so that no website sees a large number
of accesses in a short time. Also, we do not traverse
any outbound hyperlinks from any page, which reduces
the odds of modifying sites by accessing them. For legal
reasons, our collector does not load images and videos,
nor does it record how the pages would be rendered.
While HTML sources are safe, there exist images that
are illegal to possess, even unintentionally, in the USA.
Ideally, contemporary data collection should occur
at a single point in time, but this is impractical, given
the volume of data we are acquiring. Most of our contemporary data was collected over a two-month period ranging from September 21 through December 3, 2015. For
efficiency, we imported HTML directly from Common
Crawl’s data release rather than re-crawling each page
ourselves. These pages were collected between July 28
and August 5, 2015. More importantly, Common Crawl
is a traditional crawler, so these pages’ contents may be
less accurately recorded.

4.2 Historical Data Collection
Our historical snapshots were all collected by the Internet Archive’s “Wayback Machine” [34]. The Archive
began recording Web pages in 1996. They offer HTTPbased APIs for retrieving all the dates where they have
a snapshot of a particular page, and then for retrieving
the page as they saw it on a particular date. We used
these APIs to retrieve snapshots at one-month intervals
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Australia 2009

URLs
5 130

Histories %
1 526 30

Denmark 2008
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2 601 35
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Pattern of historical snapshots:

page not found

parked domain

other error
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1 000
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200
100
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2 000
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0
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4 779 36

1 078
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2 500
0
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7 462 28

172 971
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25 000
0
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Open Net Initiative 2014
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Herdict 2014
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Wikipedia controv. 2015
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Fig. 1. Availability of historical snapshots for the pages on each source list

(whenever possible), running backward in time from the
date of our contemporary snapshot to at least one year
before the earliest date that the page appears in any
of our lists. Like Common Crawl, the Wayback Machine
uses a traditional crawler, so there is some loss of fidelity
in historical snapshots.
The Wayback Machine has snapshots for 423,265 of
the 758,192 pages in this study (55.8%), but these are
not evenly distributed across all of the lists. Figure 1
shows how many of the pages on each list have historical
snapshots, and how those are distributed over the 10
years before our contemporary data was collected. The
Wayback Machine is more likely to collect popular and
long-lived websites, and, unfortunately, this means it has
less data for the sites on the pinklists and blacklists. As
we will discuss in Section 7.2, we have enough data to
predict the lifetime of a page as a function of its source
category, but not individual sources, topics or languages.
“India 2012a” appears to be well-collected, but this
is an artifact. That list consists mostly of YouTube
videos; YouTube is extremely popular, so the Wayback
Machine has good coverage of it. Most of the videos
have been removed from YouTube (we suspect this is
a case of “DMCA takedown abuse,” in which a legal process intended to combat copyright infringement

is applied to suppress controversial material [31]), but
YouTube’s “This video is no longer available” error message is served as a successful HTTP transaction (200
OK). Thus, the pages appear to have survived, when
they haven’t. Fortunately, there are only a few hundred
pages affected by this artifact.
For 81,988 of the pages (10.8%), the Wayback Machine records at least one snapshot within 30 days of
the earliest date when the page was entered onto one of
our lists. It is at this time that the page’s topic is most
likely to be relevant to its chances of being censored.

5 Document preprocessing
Having collected pages, we wish to reason about their
contents. For example, we wish to assign a topic to each
page, and detect when this topic changes. With hundreds of thousands of pages collected, this process must
be automated as much as possible.
The principal technique we use is Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) clustering [11]. Our analysis pipeline
(illustrated in Figure 2) includes several heuristic filtering steps before LDA, which remove irrelevant “boilerplate” and reduce the cost of model training. These are
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Original HTML page

Boilerplate removed,
text extracted
Lorem ipsum dolor

Latin sit amet, consecutur
adipiscing elit sed

Languages identified

Καλῶς μὲν γὰρ πραττόμενον καὶ ὀρθῶς
Greek καλὸν γίγνεται, μὴ
ὀρθῶς δὲ αἰσχρόν

Translated word by
word into English

pain himself pain it is boring
obtained ecological soup but
welcome men practice and
correctly rope become
except not obscene

Stemmed, reduced to a
word vector, truncated
using tf-idf

bore correct ecolog enjoi
except obscen obtain pain
practic rope welcome

Clustered with related
documents using LDA
Topic assigned

substanc qualiti
logic materi ethic
virtu will wisdom
temper natur
determin courag

Stoicism!

Fig. 2. Document processing pipeline

described in this section, and LDA itself is described in
Section 6.

5.1 Parked Domain Detection
A parked domain is a placeholder website, operated by
a domain parker, who hopes to sell the domain name
eventually. It contains no meaningful content, only advertising banners and links [64]. Domain parkers often
claim the names of abandoned websites, hoping to gain
from visits by people looking for the former occupant.
The placeholder site will bear little or no relationship to
the content of the website that used to be there. However, it may parrot keywords from search queries that
lead to the site. This confuses LDA, which cannot tell
that the words are being repeated meaninglessly.
Therefore, we identify parked domains using a dedicated, heuristic classifier and exclude them from topic
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analysis. We tested two such classifiers from the literature [58, 64] and selected the one that performed best
on our data; see Appendix A for details.
Contemporary data collection retrieved a nonempty, non-error HTML page for 436,832 of the 758,191
unique URLs in our full data set (57.6%). The classifier identified 30,508 (7.0%) of these pages as parked
domains.
Parked domains also appear in the historical data.
The Wayback Machine provided us with 2,742,788 snapshots of 423,236 URLs. Of those snapshots, 2,486,426
(90.7%) were non-empty and not error pages, and the
classifier identified 54,710 (2.2%) of these as parked domains. 23,687 (5.6%) of the 423,236 URLs were parked
at least once in their history.

5.2 Boilerplate Removal
Nearly all HTML documents contain “boilerplate” text
which has little or nothing to do with the topic of the
document itself, such as site navigation menus, copyright notices, and advertising. It may not even be in
the same language as the document’s main content [55].
Boilerplate varies only a little from site to site, so it
can confuse semantic analysis algorithms into grouping documents that are unrelated. This problem has
been recognized since 2002 [7] and the solution is to
strip the boilerplate from each document prior to semantic analysis. Unfortunately, the most widely used algorithms for stripping boilerplate, such as Readability [50]
and the similar “reader view” features in Chrome, Firefox, and Safari, depend on the standard semantics of
HTML elements. In a large sample of not necessarily
well-structured documents, this is not a safe approach.
Some algorithms also make strong assumptions about
the document language [25] or require several pages from
the same site [55].
We developed a hybrid of the boilerplate removal
algorithms described in Lin et al. [41] and Sun et al.
[57]. These are completely language-neutral, use HTML
element semantics only as hints, and in combination, require no manual tuning. Their basic logic is that heavily
marked-up text is more likely to be boilerplate.
The hybrid algorithm merges subtrees of the parsed
HTML into a tree of “blocks,” each of which represents
a contiguous run of text. Blocks are bigger than paragraphs but usually smaller than sections. Each block is
assigned a text density score, which is the total number of text characters in the block, divided by the logarithm of the total number of markup characters in the
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block. Stylistic markup (bold, italic, etc.) does not count, dongdu [5]; Thai, libthai [37]; Arabic and related lanand invisible HTML elements (scripts, etc.) are com- guages, SNLP [44]; all others, NLTK [10].
pletely discarded. After the entire page has been scored,
Because our data set is so large, we needed to trunthe algorithm identifies the least dense block that con- cate the translated word vectors to complete training
tains the most dense block. This block’s density score in a reasonable amount of time. After translation, we reis the “threshold.” Every block that is less dense than duced all words to morphological stems using the Porter
the threshold (that is, it contains more markup and less stemmer [49]. We then used term frequency-inverse doctext) is removed from the page. Finally, all remaining ument frequency (tf-idf, [52]) to select terms with a high
markup is stripped, leaving only text.
degree of salience for each document, preserving terms
whose combined tf-idf constituted (at least) 90% of the
total. After pruning, the median size of a word vector
5.3 Language Identification and
was 37 words.

Translation
LDA topic models detect semantic relationships between
words based on their co-occurrence probabilities within
documents. Therefore, it is necessary for all documents
to be in the same language. Multi-lingual versions of
LDA exist, but they are either limited to two languages [12], or they require all documents to be available in all languages, with accurate labeling [43]. Our
data meets neither condition, so instead we mechanically translated as much text as possible into English.
After boilerplate removal, we used CLD2 [54] to determine the languages of each document and divide multilingual documents into runs of text in a single language.
We then used Google Translate’s API [30] to translate
as much text as possible into English. At the time of
writing, CLD2 can detect 83 languages with accuracy
higher than 97%, and Google Translate can translate
103 languages into English; neither set is a superset of
the other. 11.5% of all words were unrecognized or untranslatable; the bulk of these were nonwords (e.g. long
strings of digits) and errors on CLD2’s part. In a bilingual document, for instance, CLD2 frequently gets each
split point wrong by a couple words, or tags small runs
of one language as “unknown.” Only 29,234 documents
(0.8%) were completely untranslatable.
Google charges US$20 to translate a million characters. After boilerplate removal, the 4,355,234 unique
pages in our database (including both contemporary
and historical snapshots) add up to 13.3 trillion characters; translating each document in full would have
cost $260,000, which was beyond our budget. Instead,
we reduced each document to a “bag of words,” and
then translated each word in isolation, which cost only
$3,700. This required us to “segment” text into words,
which is nontrivial in languages written without spaces
between the words. For Chinese we used the Stanford segmenter [17]; Japanese, MeCab [40]; Vietnamese,

6 Topic Analysis
We used the MALLET implementation of LDA [42, 47,
71] to cluster documents into topics.
We used the contemporary data for training and
selecting the topic models. Half of the collected documents were used for training, and the remainder were
used for model-selection. We trained models with N ∈
{100, 150, . . . , 250} topics and α ∈ {0.1, 0.5, 1, 5, 10, 100}
(α controls the sparsity of the topic assignment), and
selected the max-likelihood model, following the procedure described by Wallach et al. [65]. We found the parameters N = 100 and α = 5 to be optimal.
After model training, two researchers reviewed the
top words associated with each topic and labeled the
topics. A colleague not otherwise involved with the research scored inter-coder agreement between the labels,
which came to 87%. Disagreements were resolved by discussion between the researchers.
To capture the complexities of modern web pages
(e.g., dynamically updated contents, mashups, etc.),
rather than assigning a single topic to each given page,
we assigned it a vector of probabilities over all N topics.
For instance, a news website front-page containing article snippets about sports and politics would have those
topics (“sports,” “news,” “politics”) assigned relatively
high probabilities, perhaps 0.2, 0.4 and 0.35. Other topics would receive probabilities very close to zero.
LDA found several topics with identical labels. This
is a known limitation of LDA when the training dataset
is skewed toward certain topics. The algorithm will split
those topics arbitrarily in order to make all of the clusters roughly the same size [69]. We solved this problem
by manually merging topics that have similar labels and
summing their probabilities. For instance, suppose that
topics 26 and 61 were both labeled “news,” and that

2007

2009

2011

2013

2015

A
B
C
D
Fig. 3. The life cycles of four hypothetical websites. Tick marks
are Wayback Machine snapshots; the vertical bar is our contemporary data capture; blue shaded areas indicate possible censorship
events.

a page has probability 0.24 for topic 26 and 0.56 for
topic 61. These topics would be combined into a single
“news” topic, and the page’s weight for the combined
topic would be 0.8.
Using this procedure, our initial set of 100 topics was
reduced to 64 merged topics, and then further grouped
into nine categories. Two artifical topics were added to
account for documents that could not be processed by
LDA at all. The final set of topics and categories is
shown in Table 3 along with measures of the bias of
lists and languages toward each topic. We discuss the
topic assignments further in Section 7.

Kaplan-Meier survival estimate
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the two approaches to page revival.
Shading shows confidence intervals.

This is because, after a censored page has changed topic,
it no longer provides the same kind of sensitive material that it used to, so it can no longer be considered “fresh.” For example, the blog http://amazighroots.
blogspot.com was taken over by spammers in 2014, and
its apparent topic changed from “news and politics” to
“food.” Probing such pages longer reveals whether the
censor cares about that kind of sensitive material. It
may instead reveal how diligent the censor is about updating their blacklist, but this was not the original goal.
Unlike medical patients, webpages may be “dead”
only temporarily, due to server crashes, vandalism, the
6.1 Survival Analysis
owners forgetting to renew the domain registration, and
so on. Stock survival analysis does not allow for this
Our data on the life cycle of websites is unavoidably in- possibility. To handle it, we calculated every survival
complete. Figure 3 shows four hypothetical cases which curve two ways: first, assuming that revivals never hapillustrate the problem. In no case do we know when a pen (once a site “dies” it is treated as staying that way,
page was created, only when it first came to the atten- even if we have evidence to the contrary) and second,
tion of the Wayback Machine. If a page survives to the allowing sites to revive even after an arbitrarily long
present (A, C), we do not know how much longer it will hiatus. The first approach gives an underestimate of surcontinue to exist. If it was abandoned (B, D), we only vival times, the second, an overestimate. Figure 4 shows,
know that this happened within an interval between two over all pages we monitored, that on average, the differobservations. If a page appears on a censorship blacklist ences between both approaches are relatively small; and
(C, D), we know when this happened (blue dot) but we that our error ranges are small.
can only guess at how long the page was censored (blue
shaded area).
Survival analysis [36] is a set of statistical techniques 6.2 Detection of Topic Changes
originally developed for predicting the expected lifespan
of patients with terminal illnesses. Because medical stud- As discussed in Section 6.1, pages can cease to be relies often suffer from exactly the same kinds of gaps in evant to a censorship probe list by being taken down
their data—one doesn’t usually know how long a tu- entirely, or by changing their topic to the point where
mor was present before it was diagnosed, for instance— they no longer contain sensitive material. Therefore, to
survival analysis is prepared to deal with them. How- evaluate the freshness of a probe list we need to detect
ever, to use these techniques we must define what it topic changes.
means for a page to “die.” Clearly, if the site is shut
Existing algorithms for detecting any change in a
down or turns into a parked domain, that should qual- webpage (e.g. [16]) are too sensitive for our purposes.
ify. Less obviously, we also count topic change as “death.” Even looking for changes in the most probable topic
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chosen by LDA is too sensitive. The most probable topic tingency table of the form
assigned to the front page of a news website changes
P
P
wgt = u∈g Tut wg¬t = |g| − u∈g Tut
several times every day, as new articles appear, but it is
(1)
P
P
still the front page of a news website.
wrt = u∈r Tut wr¬t = |r| − u∈r Tut
Instead, we compare the entire sets of probable topwhere g is the selected list or language, r is the reference
ics that were assigned to a pair of observations. Speciflist or language (see below), and Tut is the probability
ically, if T1 and T2 are the topic probability vectors asthat page u belongs to topic t. (Recall from Section 6
signed to a pair of observations, let S1 = {i : T1i ≥ p}
that each page is assigned a probability vector over all
and S2 = {i : T2i ≥ p}, that is, the respective sets
topics.) There are a total of 2,904 such combinations.
of topic indices for which the assigned probabilities are
After Bonferroni correction, 585 of the topic-list corregreater than p. Then, the page’s topic is judged to have
lations and 580 of the topic-language correlations are
changed if |S1 ∩ S2 | < m, that is, the intersection of the
significant at the usual α = 0.05 level.
topic sets is smaller than m.
However, significant correlations might still be too
This algorithm has two parameters, p and m. Its persmall to be interesting. Rather than show significance
formance is also affected by the LDA sparsity parameter
by itself, therefore, we compute the odds ratio for each
α and the number of topics N . To tune these parameters,
significant cell. This statistic can be computed directly
we used a manually chosen development set of 30 pairs
from the 2 × 2 contingency table above:
of observations whose topics were the same, and another
wgt /wg¬t
set of similar size of observation pairs whose topics were
rt;g,r =
(2)
wrt /wr¬t
different. We found that for p = 0.05, m = 1, α = 10,
and N = 100 the algorithm achieved perfect accuracy It is one when there is no difference between the source
on the development set. On a second randomly-chosen and the reference, greater when the group has more
evaluation set, with 50 pairs of observations whose top- pages on a topic than the reference does, and smaller
ics were the same and 50 whose topics were different, when it has fewer. In Table 3, we show the odds ratio
the algorithm achieved 97.8% recall and 86% precision. for each significant comparison. Again, this considers
contemporary page contents only. Blank cells are nonsignificant. Shades of red indicate that the topic is positively correlated with the list or language, and shades
7 Results
of blue indicate that it is anti-correlated.
In the left half of Table 3, we correlate the topics
With every page assigned a topic, we can now look at
with the source lists, taking Common Crawl as the refhow topics correlate with the lists the pages came from,
erence (we believe this to be the most topic-uniform of
and the languages they’re written in. With information
our lists; but see Appendix B for a counterargument).
about when pages went offline or changed their topic, we
When two lists have red cells for the same topic, that incan also predict the typical lifetime of classes of pages.
dicates a commonality between the lists. However, when
two lists have blue cells for the same topic, that means
only that neither is correlated with that topic, which
7.1 Topic Correlations
does not qualify as something they have in common.
We can immediately see the same three clusters of
To examine the correlation of topics with source lists
source
lists that appeared in Tables 1 and 2. The blackand languages, we apply χ2 tests of independence to
lists have more in common with the potentially-censored
the contemporary data set. Overall tests strongly conlists and the controls, but when it comes to the most pofirm the hypotheses that the distribution of documents
litically controversial categories (news, politics, religion,
over topics is correlated with source list and with lanetc.) they tend to be concentrated on one or two specific
guage. Coincidentally, both tests have 1365 degrees of
topics, whereas the potentially-censored lists are spread
freedom. For topic × source, χ2 = 6.45 × 105 (p < 0.001),
over many such topics. In some cases it is apparent that
for topic × language, χ2 = 1.33 × 106 (p < 0.001). We
a country is censoring news related to itself, but not
then perform post-hoc χ2 tests on each combination of
other news. The Syria 2015 list includes a surprisingly
list and topic, or language and topic, using a 2 × 2 conlarge number of software-related sites; spot checking indicates that this is due to indiscriminate blocking of
websites with Israeli domain names.
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Table 3. Correlation of topics with languages and source lists.

world
business
legal
environment
human rights
extremism
war
USA
Europe
France
Germany
Italy
Spain
Brazil
Russia
Middle East
Israel
Iran
India
East Asia
China
Japan
Thailand
Vietnam
Oceania
commerce

online shopping
fashion
marketing
manufacturing
electronics

religion

general
Christianity
Islam

scholarship

science
medicine
history
education
libraries
books

entertainment

art
travel
wine
food
sports
games
music
celebrities
social media
gambling
dating

video (not porn)

general
television

porn

general
kinky
gay
age gates

software

sales
development
servers and hosting

junk

web page boilerplate
error messages
mistranslated
unintelligible
empty after boilerplate removal
unable to translate document

Bias (χ2 odds ratio) of each list toward each topic,
using Common Crawl as the baseline.

10-2

10-1

100

101

102

103

Bias (χ2 odds ratio) of each language toward each topic,
using English as the baseline.

10-2

10-1

100

101

102

103
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The blacklists also devote more attention to specific entertainment topics than the potentially-censored
lists do. Social media in particular stands out, consistent
with external evidence that this is increasingly seen as a
threat by censors [23]. Blocking access to video-sharing
and other entertainment sites may also be meant to suppress copyright infringement and/or support local businesses over global incumbents [38].
Pornographic topics are concentrated in the pinklists and underrepresented elsewhere. All of the pinklists have some non-pornographic pages. Some of these
can be explained by poor classification of image-heavy
pages, and by debatable classification of, for instance,
“mail-order bride” sites. However, we do see a genuine
case of political censorship under cover of porn filtering: many of the pages on the Thailand 2007 list that
were filed under Japan, Vietnam, or social media are
discussing Southeast Asian regional politics. This was
known from previous case studies of Thailand [62] and
is exactly the phenomenon we designed our system to
detect.
The negative control (Pinboard) is almost perfectly
anticorrelated with the blacklists and pinklists. There
is some overlap on software topics. This is largely due
to the negative control being strongly biased toward
those topics, so any software topics at all in any of the
blacklists will show as overlap. Also, software-industryfocused news sites tend to be hostile to attempts to censor the Internet.
The other controls have more in common with Common Crawl than with the blacklists or pinklists. They
also have more in common with the “probably censored”
lists than the blacklists or pinklists; here we see that
popular pages are more likely to get cited on Wikipedia
or have someone bother to report an outage to Herdict.
The over-weighting of some regional news topics in this
group of lists may also indicate biases in Common Crawl
(see Appendix B).
In the right half of Table 3, we correlate topics with
the 21 most commonly used languages in our data set
(and with “other languages”), taking English (which is
far and away the most common) as the reference. The
same caution about paired red versus blue cells applies.
News topics for specific countries are very strongly
correlated with the languages spoken in those countries,
and Islam correlates with languages spoken in countries
where it is the most or second-most common religion.
Many of the more “commercial” topics are dominated by
English; this may be an artifact of data collection from
the USA, since commercial sites often change their language depending on the apparent location of the client.
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The “junk” topics at the bottom of the table collect
various documents that we could not interpret meaningfully. Despite our efforts to weed them out early,
some error messages (perhaps served with the wrong
HTTP response code, so the crawler does not detect an
unsuccessful page load) and webpage boilerplate creep
through. Mistranslated, unintelligible, and empty documents are self-explanatory. Finally, documents that we
were unable to translate are in languages that Google
Translate does not support, or (in the case of Japanese)
suffered from a character encoding problem that made
them appear untranslatable to the automation. The high
concentration of error messages on the pinklists probably reflects the short lifetime of pages on these lists (see
Section 7.2 for more on this); the untranslatable documents on the pinklists may be an artifact of porn sites
carrying far more imagery than text; the mistranslations
on the blacklists probably indicate weak support for colloquial Russian and Arabic in particular.

7.2 Survival Analysis
We modeled page survival curves using Kaplan-Meier
estimators [36] with right-censoring1 and delayed entry.
When death events were only known to have occurred
within some interval, we substituted the midpoint of the
interval. We compared survival curves using log-normal
tests and Cox proportional hazard models.
As mentioned in Section 4.2, the limited data we
have from the Wayback Machine is insufficient to compute Kaplan-Meier curves for each topic, or each source
list. Only 55.8% of the URLs have any historical data at
all, and the median number of historical snapshots per
URL is only 3, with large gaps between observations. We
do have enough data to compute K-M curves for each
group of source lists (Figure 6) and each category of topics (Figure 7). These larger-scale clusters correspond to
the horizontal and vertical divisions of the left half of Table 3, plus an extra topic category just for HTTP errors.
It should be said, however, that the large gaps mean that
all these curves probably overestimate survival times.
From these curves, we can see that pages hosting
sensitive material (pinklist, blacklist, and probably censored; porn, software, entertainment, video, news) are
significantly shorter-lived than less sensitive webpages,
with the pinklist pages faring worst. (The especially

1 Survival analysis jargon uses the word “censored” to describe
a particular kind of missing data.
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Fig. 6. Kaplan-Meier curves for different lists (best viewed in
color).

Fig. 7. Kaplan-Meier curves for different categories of topic (best
viewed in color).

short lifetime of the “error” category reflects that once
pages start turning into error messages, the entire site is
likely to go away.) This in itself demonstrates the need
for frequent updates to probe lists.
To reveal how lists and topics interact in determining page lifetime, we use a two-variable Cox proportional
hazard model:

of page with those in the Common Crawl list. Each
panel of this figure compares a group of source lists to
Common Crawl; within each panel, there is a letter indicating the odds ratio, with 95% confidence interval, for
each group of topics. Larger numbers on the y-axis indicate greater chances of a page being removed from the
net. When the confidence interval is large, this means
either that we have very little data (for instance, the
“not censored” list group has fewer than 10 sites in the
“religion” and “porn” categories) or that the lifetimes of
pages in some category vary widely (for instance, “popular/entertainment”).

hi (t) = h0 (t)eβ1 Li +β2 Ti

(3)

where Li is the type of page (blacklisted, etc), Ti is the
topic category, h0 , β1 , and β2 regression coefficients, and
hi the hazard rate at time t. Using this model, Figure 5
compares the odds of death of each type and category
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This analysis confirms that, regardless of their topic,
pages listed on the pinklists are more likely to be removed than pages on any other set of lists. Popular
pages are somewhat less likely to be removed, but not as
much as one would expect; this is probably because these
lists include a fair number of sites that were only popular for the proverbial fifteen minutes. Curiously, nonpornographic video is less likely to be taken down than
anything else; this may reflect the durability of videosharing sites, which have to make a substantial infrastructure investment just to get started.
Another curious result is that, while pinklisted porn
has a very short lifetime (β1 = 0.715, p < 0.01), porn
in general has a longer lifetime than the average (β2 =
−0.123, p < 0.01) (page revival allowed in both cases).
This may reflect a fundamental dichotomy within the
category. Legal pornography (in the USA) is a large
and well-funded industry, capable of maintaining stable websites for years on end. However, there is also a
substantial gray market, consisting of many small-time
operations looking to make money fast and not so much
concerned with law or ethics. These sites turn over very
quickly indeed, and are perhaps also more likely to come
to the negative attention of a censorship bureau.
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8.1 Building Better Probe Lists

From our measurements, a number of guidelines emerge
on how to build better probe lists for automated, atscale measurement of Internet censorship. To achieve
both depth and breadth of coverage, one should start
with a topic balance across webpages of interest that is
consistent with the web at large. If a censor is known
to object to specific topics, these topics may deserve to
be weighted more heavily; however, the odds of noticing
censorship are proportional to the size of the intersection
of the probe list with the blacklist. Thus, when a censor
attempts to block a given topic comprehensively, probe
lists need not weight that topic heavily.
Most of the blacklists are heavily weighted toward
topics relevant to the countries they came from. This is
a point in favor of ONI’s split list design, with one set of
URLs to test everywhere and then additional sets to test
in each country. However, the rapid decay of controversial pages demonstrates that it is imperative to update
probe lists frequently.
Our crawler and topic analyzer could serve as the
basis for a system that continually generates and refines
probe lists with minimal human effort. The topic model
can be used to select keywords to use in searching the
web for newly created pages on each topic, thus ensuring freshness and depth, while reducing manual effort.
8 Conclusions
It could also, be applied to identify keywords that fill
gaps in the topic space, thus improving breadth as well.
We performed a large-scale study of 758,191 unique
Finally, by comparing the topic coverage of a list to a
URLs drawn from 22 sources, developing for the pursample of the Web at large, situations where a list has
pose a system that can automatically retrieve and antoo much coverage of some topic or topics can be idenalyze this volume of text. We compared lists of pages
tified, improving efficiency.
reported to be censored with multiple control lists. We
found that these lists are not easily compared directly,
but patterns emerge when the pages are downloaded
8.2 Modeling Refinements
and analyzed for their topics. Cross-country patterns of
censorship are readily detectable by comparing topics;
This study demonstrates the power of natural language
pornography features prominently, but so do social meprocessing to reason about the contents of collected webdia, music (copyright infringement?), and regional news.
pages, even using crude approximations such as bag-ofSurvival analysis of web pages within each topic and
words document representations and dictionary-lookup
each source provides convincing evidence that potentranslation. However, context-aware translation would
tially controversial pages tend to have shorter lifetimes
almost certainly improve our classification, considering
than less sensitive pages. The topic of a page is a signifthat people often use metaphors and ellipses to get
icant predictor of its lifespan, and appearing on certain
around keyword blacklists [19]. We can also refine our
types of lists is also an effective predictor, even when
topic model by using information which is already colcontrolling for topic.
lected but not analyzed, such as words found in the URL
of the site and in its outbound links. And the “web
page boilerplate” and “error message” topics demonstrate that our various preprocessing heuristics could
still be improved.
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The large number of languages present in our data
set poses unique challenges. 11.5% of all the words were
either unrecognized by CLD2, untranslatable by Google,
or both. This is a larger fraction of the data set than any
single language other than English. Some of it is nonwords (e.g. strings of symbols and numbers) but, obviously, more comprehensive language resources would be
better. In addition, segmentation tools are not available
for all of the languages that are written without spaces
between the words. In our data set, the most prominent
lacuna is Tibetan.
If the legal obstacles can be resolved, augmenting
the topic model with information from images might
be an interesting experiment. The state of the art in
machine classification of images is well behind that for
text, but is advancing rapidly. We suspect that many of
the presently unclassifiable pages, especially those where
no text survives boilerplate removal, are image-centric.
Finally, our statistical analysis of topic correlation
with sources relies on the assumption that Common
Crawl is topic-neutral. Unfortunately, Common Crawl
is more strongly biased toward English than most of our
other sources (see Appendix B) so this assumption is suspect. Alternatives exist, but they have their own deficiencies. For example, one can uniformly sample hostnames
from the top-level DNS zones, but this only discovers
website front pages. Developing a better “uniform” sample of the Web may well be a project in itself.
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A Evaluation of Parked Domain
Detection Algorithms
Vissers et al. [64] developed a random-forest classifier [13] based on features extracted from the HTML
and the HTTP transactions at page load time. It relies
on structural differences between a parked domain and
a normal domain, such as the ratio of text to markup,
the ratio of internal to external links, and the number of nested pages (“frames”). Szurdi et al. [58], developed a set of regular expressions based on the templates used by specific domain parkers, while investigating the related practice of typosquatting. Typosquatters
place often-malicious sites at misspellings of the names
of popular websites, e.g. googel.com for Google.
We evaluated our classifiers on three data sets, “PS,”
“LT,” and “Cen.” PS is the set used by Vissers et al. [64]
to assess their classifier. It includes 3,047 non-parked
domains taken from Alexa (see Section 3), and 3,227
parked domains operated by 15 parkers. LT was used by
Szurdi et al. [58] to evaluate their classifier. It consists of
2,674 pages collected from typosquatted domains, and
manually labeled; 996 are parked and 1,678 not parked.
Finally, Cen consists of 100 pages randomly selected
from our contemporary data.
To train the random-forest classifier, we combined
PS and LT, and then split the combination 80/20 for
training and testing. Neither LT nor Cen includes HTTP
transaction information, so the features depending on
this data were disabled. Despite this, we reproduce Vissers et al.’s results on PS, which indicates that those
features are not essential. The regexp classifier does not
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Australia 2009
Denmark 2008
Finland 2009
Germany 2014
Italy 2009
Norway 2009
Thailand 2007
Turkey 2015
India 2012a
India 2012b
Russia 2014
Syria 2015
Thailand 2008
Thailand 2009
UK 2015
Open Net Initiative 2014
Herdict 2014
Wikipedia controv. 2015
Pinboard 2014
Alexa 2014
Tweets 2014
Common Crawl 2015
(all)
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English
German
Dutch
Spanish
French
Portuguese
Russian
Finnish
Polish
Czech
Turkish
Arabic
Hebrew
Persian
Hindi
Nepali
Chinese (simp.)
Japanese
Thai
Vietnamese
Indonesian
Other
Unrecognized
Untranslatable

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Fig. 8. The proportion of each source list devoted to text in each of the most common 21 languages.

require training, but we augmented the original battery
of regular expressions with new rules derived from PS.
Table 4. Performance of the two parked-domain detectors on
three data sets.
Algorithm
Dataset
Accuracy
Precision
Recall

Random forest
PS
LT
Cen
97.9
99.2
96.9

93.1
89.9
92.1

89.0
42.9
30.0

PS
95.0
99.9
90.4

Regexps
LT
Cen
89.6
96.9
79.1

99.0
100.0
90.0

Table 4 shows the performance of both classifiers on
all three datasets. The random-forest classifier performs
reasonably well on PS and LT, with precision and recall
both 90% or above, but poorly on Cen: precision drops
to 42.9% and recall to 30.0%. (Accuracy remains high because Cen is skewed toward non-parked pages.) The (improved) regular-expression classifier, on the other hand,
performs well on all three; its worst score is 79.1% recall
for LT.
To better understand why the random-forest classifier performs poorly on Cen, we constructed a larger version of it containing 7,422 pages. Both classifiers agreed
on 6,869 of these: 81 parked, 6,788 not parked. 447 pages
were classified as parked only by the regular-expression
classifier, and 106 pages only by the random-forest classifier. We manually verified a subsample of 25 pages in
each category. In all cases, the regular-expression classifier was correct; where they disagreed, the random-

forest classifier was invariably wrong. The most common
cause of errors was pages using frames to load most of
their content. The random-forest classifier treats this as
a strong signal that the page is parked, but this is inaccurate for Cen.

B Language Biases of Sources
Figure 8 shows, for each source list, what proportion
of its non-boilerplate text is in each of the most commonly used 21 languages (plus “other,” “unrecognized,”
and “untranslatable”). English, unsurprisingly, dominates nearly all of the lists—the surprise is when it
doesn’t, as in the Russian blacklist. We suspect this
might also occur for Chinese, if we had a Chinese blacklist. Where a single language dominates non-English
text, it is also unsurprising: German for Germany, Russian for Russia, Arabic for Syria, Thai for Thailand. ONI,
Herdict, Wikipedia, Alexa and Twitter show no dominant second language, again as expected.
Four lists have hardly anything but English. India 2012b and Thailand 2009 are dominated by videos
posted to YouTube and similar sites, for which the
common language for leaving comments is English; the
videos themselves may well have featured other languages. Most of these videos have since been taken down,
so we could not spot-check them. Pinboard, the negative
control, was compiled by someone who is only fluent in
English. This may mean that our topic model is largely
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ignorant of innocuous material in languages like Russian and Arabic, but this is harmless for now. It will
become a problem in the future, when we attempt to
make automated judgements about whether pages are
worth including in a continuously updated probe list.
Finally, the dominance of English in the Common
Crawl data is inexplicable and disturbing. It may indicate a methodological error, either on the part of Common Crawl itself, or in our selection of a subsample. One
possibility is that there are too few sites in our subsample, and those sites are largely Anglophone. Another is
that their crawler may not have started from the right
“seed” locations within the hyperlink graph to find much
material in other languages. Regardlesss of the cause,
though, this casts doubt on our assumption that this
subsample is a good baseline for cross-list comparison.
Anything that is in other languages may seem more unusual than it is, by comparison.
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